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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

 What is your name and business address? Q.3 

A. My name is Michael T. O’Sheasy.  My business address is 5001 Kingswood Drive, 4 

Roswell, Georgia 30075.   5 

 By whom and in what position are you employed? Q.6 

A. I am a Vice President at Christensen Associates Energy Consulting, LLC (“CA”).  I am 7 

providing testimony on behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) in this 8 

proceeding.   9 

 Are you the same Michael T. O’Sheasy that filed rebuttal testimony in this Q.10 

proceeding? 11 

A. Yes.   12 

B. Summary of Surrebuttal Testimony 13 

Q. What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony?  14 

A. The purpose of my surrebuttal is to respond to the rebuttal testimony of Illinois Industrial 15 

Energy Consumers (“IIEC”) witness Robert Stephens (IIEC Exhibit (“Ex.”) 3.0).  16 

Specifically, I address Mr. Stephens’ testimony regarding (1) the assignment of 100% of 17 

combination pole (i.e., a pole that supports both primary and secondary voltage 18 

equipment) costs to the primary voltage service level; (2) the height and class of a pole 19 

and primary voltage service requirements; and (3) the CA Cost Allocation Survey 20 

(ComEd Ex. 3.09).  The failure to address any particular point raised by Mr. Stephens or 21 

other Staff and Intervenor witnesses does not equal agreement to that point. 22 
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 In brief, what conclusions or observations do you reach? Q.23 

A. In brief, I conclude or observe that: 24 

• If the recommendation in the CA Distribution Study, ComEd Ex. 3.07, to allocate 25 

100% of combination pole costs to the primary voltage service level is accepted, it 26 

will provide a fair cost allocation to secondary voltage service level customers and 27 

one that will be fairer than the current 50/50 split for these combination poles to 28 

primary and secondary voltage service levels; 29 

• Mr. Stephens agrees that primary voltage service requirements dictate a pole’s height 30 

and class; and 31 

• I clarify that the CA Cost Allocation Survey was not intended nor designed to be a 32 

characterization of the entire electric industry but rather a survey of utilities most 33 

reflective of the circumstances facing ComEd. 34 

C. Itemized Attachments 35 

Q. Do you have exhibits attached to your surrebuttal testimony? 36 

A. No. 37 

II. RESPONSE TO IIEC WITNESS STEPHENS 38 

 What is the basis for the recommendation to assign 100% of combination pole costs Q.39 

to the primary voltage service level? 40 

A. The basis is explained in ComEd Ex. 3.07, the CA Distribution Study on page 11: 41 

The reasoning behind this recommendation is that the combination pole exists to 42 
accommodate primary lines first and foremost. The attachment of secondary lines 43 
is a convenience for secondary service. If, for example, secondary customers 44 
asked that their voltage level of service be changed from secondary voltage to 45 
primary voltage, the pole requirement would not change. However, the utility 46 
would not be able to transmit power efficiently if it did not have the primary 47 
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service level at the pole's location (i.e. a utility cannot have secondary service 48 
without primary service).  49 
In addition, the height and class of the pole is dictated by the primary service 50 
requirements, and not the secondary service requirements. To hang additional 51 
secondary lines from the pole generally does not require additional pole cost. The 52 
pole height is generally determined by clearances for primary voltage wire and 53 
space requirements for cable TV/telephone facilities. The project team confirmed 54 
this industry practice with ComEd engineering. 55 

 How does this assignment improve upon what is currently a 50/50 split of Q.56 

combination pole costs to the primary and secondary voltage service levels? 57 

A. My rebuttal testimony contains the answer to this question (ComEd Ex. 11.0, 5: 99- 107): 58 

ComEd currently splits combination poles with 50% allocated to the primary 59 
service level and 50% allocated to the secondary service level, which means an 60 
entire 50% of the costs of combination poles are not allocated to primary service 61 
level customers.  In other words, secondary voltage customers bear the entire 62 
burden for the one-half of the combination pole costs that is directly allocated to 63 
the secondary service level, and additionally secondary voltage customers are 64 
responsible for a share of the 50% of pole costs directly allocated to the primary 65 
service level.  CA’s recommendation means that 100% of the costs of 66 
combination poles will be allocated to all primary and secondary service level 67 
customers based upon ComEd’s “shared” allocation. 68 

 Will secondary voltage service level customers be responsible for a share of these Q.69 

combination poles? 70 

A. Yes, the cost of these combination poles will be shared by all customers based on 71 

ComEd’s allocator for costs associated with the “Shared Distribution Lines” sub-function 72 

and will not include the assignment of a full 50% of the cost of combination poles to the 73 

“Secondary Voltage Distribution Lines” and “Secondary Voltage Transformers” sub-74 

functions as is currently done. 75 

 Does Mr. Stephens refute that pole size is dictated by primary voltage service Q.76 

requirements? 77 
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A. No, he agrees that primary voltage service requirements dictate the size of these 78 

combination poles.  However, he argues that the secondary voltage system benefits from 79 

the existence of these poles and “absent” the primary facilities that the secondary system 80 

would “account for significant, but yet unspecified, costs as well.” (IIEC Exhibit 3.0, 12: 81 

23-24.) 82 

 Do you agree with this argument? Q.83 

A. No.  A primary voltage system is necessary to serve a secondary voltage system 84 

efficiently.  Therefore it is not reasonable to contemplate a secondary voltage system 85 

without a primary voltage system.   86 

 In your rebuttal testimony, you cited the CA Cost Allocation Survey as providing Q.87 

evidence that the allocation of costs according to phase of service is not commonly 88 

used in the electric industry. (ComEd Ex. 11.0, 7:142-152)  Does Mr. Stephens 89 

accept this evidence? 90 

A. No, he states that “the referenced CA Cost Allocation Survey provides virtually no 91 

guidance in this regard, as it only includes responses from 16 utilities, out of over 3,000 92 

electric utilities in the U.S.” (IIEC Ex. 3.0, 15:15-17) 93 

 Do you agree with Mr. Stephens? Q.94 

A. No.  The sampling plan used in the CA Cost Allocation Survey was developed to obtain 95 

information from the utilities most similar to ComEd.  This process is described on pages 96 

6 through 8 of the CA Cost Allocation Survey.  Using 2010 FERC Form 1 data, CA 97 

identified 120 investor-owned utilities that had information on the number of customer 98 

served and miles of transmission lines.  Using these data, CA placed each utility in one of 99 
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three size categories, where size is defined as the number of customers served; and one of 100 

three density categories, where density is defined as the number of customers served per 101 

transmission mile.  Our sampling strategy was to oversample the utilities most similar to 102 

ComEd.  Therefore, CA interviewed both of the utilities in ComEd’s “bin” (the largest 103 

and highest density utilities) and five of the ten utilities in ComEd’s size category.  104 

Therefore, CA interviewed a high proportion (50 percent) of the utilities most similar to 105 

ComEd.  106 

III. CONCLUSION 107 

 Does this complete your surrebuttal testimony? Q.108 

A. Yes. 109 
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